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About This Game

Dinocide is a classic NES inspired old-school single-player platformer in a prehistoric fantasy world. Dinocide tries to capture
the drive and fun of that era and recreate it in a modern way!

Description

The protagonist has to save his love interest who was kidnapped by an evil and mysterious Dinosaur God. You are accompanied
by your own tame Dinosaurs, who act as a mounts, brother in arms and a true friends. With their help, you can jump higher, run

faster, swim, fly and do a lot more things that an ordinary primitive man would never be able to do by himself. To reach your
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goal, you will travel together through the lands inhabited by ancient creatures and unknown dangers.

Features

Dinosaur mounts make you faster, stronger and offer a variety of tactical abilities.

Non-linear progression by different routes leads to varied ways to complete your journey.

A multitude of different biomes to visit - deserts, jungles, forests, lava caves, oceans, ice plains and more!

Weird creatures you've never seen before!

Unique time/life mechanic. One bar shared for both: food meter and life of your character.

Full controller & Steam Big Picture support.

Classic action. Don't think. Don't feel. Just go. React. Kill. Jump. Eat. Ride. Like in the good old times! You are not here
to watch a movie!

Several game modes: Story Campaign, Speedrun, Boss Rush

The unmatched fun and drive of an 8-bit era game!
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Title: Dinocide
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
AtomicTorch Studio
Publisher:
AtomicTorch Studio
Release Date: 21 Jan, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Dual Core 1.6GHz or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128MB of Video Memory, capable of Shader Model 2.0+; generally everything made since 2004 should work

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,German,Dutch,Japanese,Russian,Ukrainian,French,Italian,Swedish,Finnish,Simplified Chinese,Traditional
Chinese,Korean
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A nice route in my opinion and being a GWR fan as well as I like the Pannier Tank engine. I had to get this the moment I
spotted it. The Pannier Tank is a fun but a challenging locomotive to drive although its not too hard once you get the hang of it.
Don't worry if you get minus score in career mode as driving this steam locomotive is much more difficult than driving the
modern diesel locomotives and you will get better as you play this route more. Personally I would give this a try if you want to
have a go and for its age. Its still a good add-on for your train simulator.

Overall Rating: 7\/10.. I give both of my thumbs up for this detailed and historicaly plausible and immersive game. Negative
reviews for it are motly not justified. Note that I bought the game at first directly from Slitherine so my played hours are higher
then the ones logged on Steam.

Game puts you into the ancient generals boots and immerses you within the obstacles and opportunites those strategos faced and
you start to really see how other such games really lack many realistic layers that AJE provides.

The basic premise of the game is that you chose any of the many available campaigns (some are rather short played on smaller
map theaters, some are epic time and space-wise), pick a faction (each comes with it's historical challenges it faced back then),
and then you are taken to the map. You need to then superwise what army assets you have available, what units and where you
can train them, how long it will take them to train and become useful militaristic asset, how good your generals are, what traits
they have, what map regions you own, how many cities you have, how well defended they are, how the supply picture is, where
would be best to attack\/establish defensive perimeters, where your enemie's army is. You also pick which political decisions
and map cards you will use this turn (and reap rewards or misfortunes next turn or later down the timeline). You plot where you
want your armies to go and in what combat stance, etc, etc.

When your brilliant strategical thinking is done, you press on the next turn button and wait as the next 30 days, that the turn
constitutes, resolve. In this time you have no direct control over your army. Things happen, many things. When next turn arrives
you continue with the previous process anew but of course you don't have to re-evaluate everything, just what matters in the
given situation according to events that took place in those 30 days that just passed. In order to better understand what was going
on while you were waiting for the turn to resolve you ALWAYS need to check the game's log and see what traspired and then
plot army movements, political decisions and whatnot for the next turn. So the most gametime you spend plotting for the next
game turn, then you await for the next 30 days to resolve, read the game's log, plot again, go with the next turn and rince and
repeat until you are victorious\/defeated.

I had Alea jacta Est some time (I own all DLC's for it) but had a hard time getting into it due to so much information one needs
to understand to play it well. I knew based on what I read that it is THE ancient strategy warfare game to play. It was my first
AGEOD game so naturally I had no previous basic knowledge of the games mechanics. At first I was quite cluessly moving my
armies around the map not knowing which is stronger then others, which traits each has, picked political decisions just to
observe how much they would influence the situaton without neccessarly deciding to go with certain decisions only when the
timing was right for them, etc., I was pressing the next turn button a lot without reading the game's log of what event's happened
and thus not understanding what really transpired and what was going. 'Cos I didn't understand much of what the game threw at
me I got frustrated and dropped the game but there was always this itch for more so I returned to it time and again.

In-game tutorial is simply not enough because it ommits many aspects of the game and especially it leaves you fully in the dark
when it comes to strategical choices you must made as a leader of your faction. There is this guy Charles Cummings who made
Alea Jacta Est Tutorials on Youtube for every aspect of the game's many layers but I was struggling to watch him mumble his
way across many game mechanics (sorry Charles, you did your best to help, I know). Best way to learn the ropes with the game
if you are a beginner is to watch a Let's Play videos from someone who knows his trade around the game and also explains what
he is doing and why. Watch him play some turns of the game and then fire up the game, play the same scenario that he does and
that is what made me finally grasp the whole thing. Keep the game manual open in the back and return to it while you play to
clear out the things that are not understood. Included guide is quite good and defenitely helps but reading it from start to end and
then trying to play the game is probbaly a no go since there is so much information one needs to remember.

I still am not fully knowledgable on some aspects but base is covered and now I can fully enjoy the game and appreciate it's
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amazing historical detail.

What kept me off of this game at first was a problem the game's old directx8 engine has with a certain hardware\/drivers combo
where if you play with the borders shown on the physical map the map scrolling comes to a virtual standstill so I now only play
with this option turned off. It's not ideal but switching back and forth the different maplayers helps. It is not exactly known what
hardware\/drivers combo creates this issue (developers are in the dark here) so it is a bit of a gamble if you will be hit with the
issue too or not but again, it is not a game breaker at all.

OK, I think this should be enough info for you to decide, strategos. :D
. they changed Double Dragon II's control scheme to the 1 & 3 controls and that is just flat unacceptable. no stars. Graphics too
intense, computer could not run. Fun cheap thrills to be had here. Wish there was more levels but can't complain too much given
the price. Hopefully they'll add more stuff.. I came off the back of Battlefield 3's single player to play this. Both games follow
similar patterns using the Single player story to introduce you to all the elements of the multi-player (Sadly defunct). Frontline
for me did it so much better and had no terrible quick time events. For its age it still holds up well and tells an entertaining
enough Story

Drones where its big thing and these are fun to uses throughout the campaign. It also surprised me to remember they used
limited respawns even in the Story, forcing you to use your lives wisely and plan a head where you can or face having to restart
the multiple objectives again. Enemy AI on Hardcore is a suitable challenge.

Gun wise only the Assault rifles feel like they have no impact, but everything else feels fine.

In its day the Multiplayer was great fun, you weren't safe anywhere because of the drones. The multi stage maps made it feel
like a real battle. The game can be played over a lan if anyone still feels the urge.
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Memes usually come from our culture misteps. Some memes may only be seen for some days, weeks... on 9gag. Other memes
may fix their status being shown through the plot of a story, a song or a movie. But here lies the one meme that became a fully
functional, entertaining, and wonderful game.. Hmm... Got my gems but didn't get the skin? Interesteing.. The art is very good,
but F any game that forces you to use mobile swipe controls on a PC with a mouse, it's just so annoying and insulting to play
with. I'm sure tapping and quick swiping your finger hundreds of times on a screen is nice and relaxing, but with a heavy
physical clicking mouse, it is bloody not.. This is a real time strategy-survival building game... The concept is good but it need
some polishing because is still in early stages of development... :)
It is a strategy game like CoC in Android phones but quite different... here uneed to build houses in order to make the villagers
live else they will die before u can settle in house and u lose the game...
Looking forward to its Alpha release... :). What do you get the GRID Autosport fan that has everything? Well, this isn't in the
Season Pass, so... yeah, probably this. This pack provides absolutely nothing useful in the single-player campaign, gives no
major advantage in multiplayer, and serves entirely to be cosmetic (besides the one included car, which is pretty rad). If you are
well aware of this, and just want a little something extra to spice up your game, then yeah, you could do way worse.

The Ravenwest (White) liveries are usable online and in local multiplayer\/singleplayer, and look really sleek and stylish.
They're bright and highly visible without being distractingly so.) The sponsors look pretty neat on custom paint jobs online, and
have goals mostly accessible with sponsors in the game by default anyhow. And the Mercedes is no game-breaker, fitting neatly
in as an option online and in local play.

In short, it's cool cosmetic stuff and a single new car. No more, no less. I wouldn't recommend it over any of the other DLC
packs, but if you play this game a ton, you'll get your money's worth on this eventually, especially on sale.. Hello, I have been a
Gm over 30 years. I endorse this program as a fun and easy way to make virtual play spaces for your RPG games. The software
has a bit of a learning curce but is designed to create virtual set pieces for your RPG games by allowing the user to create either
3d environments or 2D ones for there game play.

Sadly another group is pushing a copy of this game as there original program but its an obvius ripoff of this one. This program
will allow you to create environments with more detail than the current offerings and with light effects, water and sky box
support your imagination is unlimited. I also ported over elements from unity that support my own design ideas.

The creators are committed to this and love open input, please give the program a look for yourself.. You should only use this
program on an older pc. Esp manufacturers who no longer give out updates and you went from windows 7 to windows 10.
graphic drivers should always be downloaded from amd, intel, or nvidia and you should also rely on your manufacturer first
since they tested the drivers first for their products. I remember Hp telling us that they no longer would test updates for
computers before 2010. So I no longer bought from hp and now I have a better computer. But I used this program on my older
pc so it will be more compatiable with windows 10. Use at your own risk and back up drivers. Use common sense.. Personally, I
think that this is going to be difficult for anyone to get through without any assistance. You collect clues quickly, but then you
hit a wall towards the end. I played through it with my six year old, and she was over it by the time we solved the mystery. Still
worth the money if you get it in a bundle with the other ND's.. 6 dollars for crap outfits. Still no outfits\/sets for the other races
in the game (except very generic ones), and all this adds is 2 or 3 nice-ish sets and a load of
steamy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 And I mean
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I'm fine with DLC overall, but this pack is complete
garbage. If you didn't get the season pass, don't even bother with this crap shoot of a "Character Creation Set".
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